SAVE THE DATE
The Alliance for the Advancement of Infant Mental Health (the Alliance) &
The Colorado Association for Infant Mental Health (an Alliance member)
are pleased to partner to bring you the
rd
3 Annual Reflective Supervision and Consultation (RS/C) Symposium:
Mining the Depths, an Exploration of Equity through the Reflective Process
August 1-3, 2018  Colorado School of Mines in Golden, Colorado
sym·po·si·um/simˈpōzēəm (noun)
In ancient Greece and Rome: A convivial meeting, usually following a
dinner, for drinking and intellectual conversation.
Plato – 4th century BC: A philosophical dialogue dealing with ideal love and
the vision of absolute beauty

al·li·ance (noun)

əˈlīəns/
a relationship based on an affinity in interests, nature, or qualities.
The 3rd Annual RS/C Symposium is an opportunity for m id-career and advanced infant m ental
health practitioners to deepen their understanding of reflective supervision/consultation through
short presentations by invited speakers, the experience of observing reflective supervision sessions,
and small group-guided reflection and discussion on the larger group experience.
Symposium attendees will get the most out of the event if they have already received RS/C training
and have experience providing and/or receiving RS/C. The event is also an opportunity for the
Alliance to recognize the work of leaders in the field and to bring research and new horizons to our
attention through invited speakers, networking opportunities, and discussions. We invite all
experienced reflective practitioners to register to attend this premier event.
There is space for a maximum of 150 people to attend the Symposium on the beautiful campus of the
Colorado School of Mines in the historic town of Golden (15 miles west of Denver). Registration
($400) includes event programming, and on-campus housing and meals. Registration details will be
distributed beginning in early April 2018 to Alliance state members. As the host Alliance state,
Colorado will receive at least 1/3 of the attendance slots when registration opens. We encourage
Alliance state leaders to begin to identify 2 representatives to attend on their behalf. Remaining
attendance slots will then be made available to all Alliance member associations.
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